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The formal theory of monads can be developed in any 2-category, but when it
comes to pseudomonads, one is forced to move from 2-categories to Gray-
categories (semistrict 3-categories). The first steps in developing a formal theory of
pseudomonads have been taken by F. Marmolejo, and here we continue that
program. We exhibit a Gray-category Psm such that a Gray-functor from Psm
to a Gray-category A is precisely a pseudomonad in A; this may be viewed as a
complete coherence result for pseudomonads. We then describe the pseudoalgebras
for a pseudomonad, the morphisms of pseudoalgebras, and so on, in terms of a
weighted limit in the sense of Gray-enriched category theory. We also exhibit
a Gray-category Psa such that a Gray-functor from Psa to A is precisely a
pseudoadjunction in A, show that every pseudoadjunction induces a pseudomonad,
and that every pseudomonad is induced by a pseudoadjunction, provided that A
admits the limits referred to above. Finally we define a Gray-category PSM(A) of
pseudomonads in A and show that it contains A as a full reflective subcategory,
which is coreflective if and only if A admits these same limits.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In [16], Street defined the notion of a monad in a 2-category and
developed much of the general theory of monads in that context. When one
wishes to consider 2-dimensional monads and their generalizations, one is
led to replace 2-categories by Gray-categories as the ambient structure
containing the monad. Gray is the symmetric monoidal closed category of
2-categories and 2-functors, for which the internal hom [K, L] is given
by the 2-category of 2-functors, pseudonatural transformations, and
modifications, from K to L. A Gray-category is a category enriched in
Gray in the usual sense [6]; the standard reference for Gray-categories is
[5], but a summary of all that is needed here can be found in [11].
A monoid in the monoidal category Gray is called a Gray-monoid, and
we often identify Gray-monoids with one-object Gray-categories; the
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one-object Gray-category corresponding to a Gray-monoid is called its
suspension.
In fact one may consider monads not just in 2-categories, but in the
more general bicategories; however since every bicategory is biequivalent
to a 2-category, no greater generality is gained. In the same way, one can
consider pseudomonads not just in Gray-categories, but in the more
general tricategories; once again, however, every tricategory is triequivalent
to a Gray-category [5]. (Note, however, that not every tricategory is
triequivalent to a 3-category.)
Marmolejo [11] defined a pseudomonad in the Gray-category A on an
object K of A to be a pseudomonoid [4] in the Gray-monoid A(K, K).
In fact the definitions of pseudomonad and pseudomonoid are essentially
the same, for a pseudomonoid in a Gray-monoid M is just a pseudomonad
in the suspension of M. Both pseudomonads and pseudomonoids are
examples of the more general notion of enriched bicategory [3, 7]: for a
Gray-monoid M, there is a notion of M-bicategory, or bicategory enriched
in M; and a pseudomonoid in M is precisely a one-object M-bicategory.
All the above definitions were given by spelling out the structure
explicitly: thus a pseudomonad in A comprises an object K of A, a 1-cell
T: K  K, and 2-cells m: T 2  T and t: 1  T, along with invertible 3-cells
+: m .Tm$m .mT and ’: m .Tt$1 and ;: m . tT$1 satisfying the following
two coherence conditions.
There is, however, another approach one can take. Be nabou [2] observed
that a monad in the 2-category Cat is precisely a morphism of bicategories
(or lax functor) from 1 to Cat; of course a monad in an arbitrary
2-category K is just a lax functor from 1 to K. If one prefers only to
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consider 2-functors rather than the more general and less well behaved lax
functors, one can, following Lawvere [8], consider the simplicial category
2 given by the finite ordinals, observe that the operation of ordinal sum
equips it with a strict monoidal structure, and form the one-object
2-category 7(2) which is its suspension; and now a monad in K is
precisely a 2-functor from 7(2) to K. Street [17] gave a similar treatment
of doctrines on a bicategory; he considered 2 as a locally discrete monoidal
bicategory, and defined a doctrine on the bicategory B to be a strict
monoidal homomorphism from 2 to the monoidal bicategory Hom(B, B)
of homomorphisms, strong transformations, and modifications, from B to
B. Doctrines are essentially the same thing as pseudomonads, but involve
some redundant data.
The approach of Street could easily be adapted to deal with
pseudomonads in an arbitrary Gray-category (and so, by the coherence
result for tricategories, in an arbitrary tricategory), but it suffers from the
problem that strict monoidal homomorphisms between monoidal
bicategories are rather complicated structures, and so it would be con-
venient to have a treatment involving only strict morphisms.
The definition of pseudomonad is reminiscent of that of monoidal
category, with T playing the role of the category, m of the tensor product,
and so on. In fact, there is a one-object tricategory 7(Cat) (which is
‘‘almost’’ a Gray-category) whose 1-cells are the categories, 2-cells the
functors, 3-cells the natural transformations, with composition of 1-cells
given by the product of categories. One can extend the above definition of
pseudomonads to deal with pseudomonads in tricategories, just as one can
define bicategories enriched in a general monoidal bicategory [7], and a
pseudomonad in the tricategory 7(Cat) is precisely a monoidal category.
The goal of this paper is to develop a theory of pseudomonads using
ordinary enriched category theory [6], with the enrichment being over the
monoidal category Gray. In Section 2 we recall a well-known presentation
of the simplicial category 2, and use it to construct a certain Gray-
category Psm; and in Section 3 we show that pseudomonads in an
arbitrary Gray-category A are in bijection with Gray-functors from Psm
to A. Since the hom-2-category of Psm is locally posetal, it follows that
the structure of pseudomonad is one for which ‘‘all diagrams commute.’’ In
Section 4 we show that the pseudoalgebras for a pseudomonad, along with
their morphisms and 2-cells, may be described in terms of a limit weighted
by a particular Gray-functor P: Psm  Gray. In Section 5 we define
pseudoadjunctions in a Gray-category A and show that they are in
bijection with Gray-functors from a certain Gray-category Psa to A.
We show that every pseudoadjunction induces a pseudomonad, and
every pseudomonad is so induced if the Gray-category admits P-limits.
Finally, in Section 6 we briefly consider the Gray-category PSM(A) of
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pseudomonads in A, as defined in [13], provide a simpler definition of
PSM(A), and show that PSM(A) contains A as a full reflective sub-
category, which is coreflective if and only if A admits P-limits.
The functoriality in A of PSM(A) will be analyzed in a future paper, as
will the equivalence established in [13] between pseudomonads in
PSM(A) and distributive laws.
The Gray-category Psm was defined independently by Verity, and the
bijection between pseudomonads in A and Gray-functors from Psm to A
proved, using techniques quite different to those which appear below.
Verity’s proof [19] involved a calculus of generalized string diagrams
developed by Eilenberg and Street. His approach also allowed one to prove
coherence results for lax monads, not considered here.
Throughout this paper, terms such as functor category, subcategory,
fully faithful, or limit are all to be interpreted in the Gray-enriched context.
The symbol  will always denote the tensor product of Gray, which we
sometimes call the Gray tensor product. Given 1-cells X, X$: K  L and
Y, Y$: L  M and 2-cells x: X  X$ and y: Y  Y$ in a Gray-category A,
we write xy for the canonical isomorphism
XY wwxY X$Y
Xy - xy X$y
XY$ ww
xY$
X$Y$
from the Gray-category structure, and sometimes call it a pseudonaturality
isomorphism.
2. THE Gray-CATEGORY Psm
We shall exhibit a Gray-category Psm with the property that for any
Gray-category A the pseudomonads in A are in bijection with Gray-
functors from Psm to A. We shall construct Psm by modifying the simpli-
cial category 2. We define 2 to be the category of finite ordinals and order-
preserving maps, but we also use the following presentation, which can be
found for example in [10].
Let G be the graph
w
$0
w
$0 w
_0
0 w
$0 1 w
_0 2 w
$1 3 } } }
w
$1 w
_1
w
$2
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whose objects are the natural numbers, with
[$0 , ..., $n] if m=n+1
G(n, m)={[_0 , ..., _m&1] if m=n&1< otherwise.
There is a homomorphism of graphs from G to the underlying graph of
2, taking n to the ordinal n=[0<1< } } } <n&1], taking $i : n  n+1 to
the function $i : n  n+1 which fixes all k<i and sends k to k+1 if ki;
and taking _i : n+1  n to the function _ i : n+1  n which fixes all ki
and sends k to k&1 if k>i. We identify G with its image in 2 under this
graph homomorphism, and 2 is now the free category on G subject to the
relations
$i $j=$j+1 $i if i j
_j _i=_i_j+1 if i j
$i _j&1 if i< j
_j $i={1 if i= j or i= j+1$i&1_j if i> j+1.
Write FG for the free category on G, and Q: FG  2 for the quotient
map. We regard FG and 2 as locally discrete 2-categories, and Q as a
2-functor. There is a unique factorization
FG w
P 2$ wR 2
of Q for which the underlying functor P0 : FG0  2$0 of P is an
isomorphism of categories, and R is locally fully faithful. In other words, 2$
has the same objects and arrows as FG, and there is a 2-cell between
parallel arrows f and g if and only Qf =Qg. Thus 2$ is both locally posetal
and locally groupoidal (or equivalently, each hom-category of 2$ is an
equivalence relation). Arrows in 2$ of the form $i and _i are called
generators. Since Q is bijective on objects, so are P and R.
The simplicial category 2 has a strict monoidal structure given by
ordinal addition, which we now describe in terms of the presentation.
Given $i : n  n+1 and the identity 1m on m, we have 1m+$ i=$m+i and
$i+1m=$ i ; while if _ i : n+1  n then 1m+_i=_m+i and _ i+1m=_i .
If we regard $ as a locally discrete 2-category, then 2 is a monoid with
respect to the cartesian tensor product of 2-categories, and so also a
monoid with respect to the Gray tensor product  . We wish to show that
this Gray-monoid structure lifts through R to give a Gray-monoid struc-
ture on 2$ for which R is a (strict) morphism of Gray-monoids.
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We must define a 2-functor M: 2$2$  2$ giving the tensor product of
the monoidal structure. For objects n and m of 2$ define M(n, &)(m)=
n+m; for $i : m  m+1 define M(n, &)($i)=$n+i , and for _i : m+1  m
define M(n, &)(_i)=_n+i . These assignments determine a 2-functor
M(n, &): 2$  2$ rendering commutative
M(n, &) n+&
2$ wwR 2
2$ ww
R
2.
Similarly define M(&, m)(n)=n+m, M(&, m)($i)=$i , and M(&, m)(_ i)
=_i , giving a 2-functor M(&, m): 2$  2$ rendering commutative
M(&, m) &+m
2$ wwR 2
2$ ww
R
2.
Clearly M(n, &)(m)=M(&, m)(n), and given arrows f: n  n$ and
g: m  m$ we have
R(M(&, m$)( f ) .M(n, &)(g))=R(M(&, m$)( f )) .R(M(n, &)(g))
=(Rf +1m$) . (1n+Rg)
=(1n$+Rg) . (Rf +1m)
=R(M(n$, &)(g)) .R(M(&, m)( f ))
=R(M(n$, &)(g) .M(&, m)( f ))
and so a unique (invertible) 2-cell
M(&, m)( f ) M(&, m$)( f )
M(n, m) wwwwwM(n, &)(g) M(n, m$)
- Mf, g
M(n$, m) wwwww
M(n$, &)(g)
M(n$, m$)
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in 2$. Since 2$ is locally posetal, these data define a cubical functor
M: 2$_2$  2$, and so, by the results of [5], a 2-functor 2$2$  2$.
Associativity is not hard to show using associativity of ordinal sums in 2,
the object 0 is clearly a unit, and therefore 2$ becomes a Gray-monoid. We
write Psm for the one-object Gray-category which is the suspension of 2$.
3. PSEUDOMONADS ARE Gray-FUNCTORS WITH
DOMAIN Psm
Given a Gray-functor T: Psm  A, we shall define a pseudomonad in
A. We write V for the single object of Psm, and write K for the image of
V under T. Recall that the arrows of Psm are the natural numbers, and
write T for T(1). Let m=T(_0 : 2  1) and t=T($0 : 0  1). Write +, ’, and
; for the image under T of the unique 2-cells
Then it is straightforward to see that (T, m, t, +, ’, ;) is a pseudomonad in
A on the object K. We call this the pseudomonad induced by T. The rest
of this section is concerned with proving that every pseudomonad in A is
induced by a unique Gray-functor from Psm to A.
3.1. Reductions
The first step is to define the notion of a reduction of a 2-cell in Psm.
A basic reduction will be a parallel pair of 2-cells in Psm satisfying a
certain property, and a reduction will be made up of a series of basic
reductions. We now define the various types of basic reductions.
The basic reductions of type $ are the pairs of the form ( f$i $j g,
f$j+1$i g), where i j; and the basic reductions of type _ are the pairs of
the form ( f_j _ig, f_i_j+1g), where i j. The basic reductions of mixed type
are the pairs ( f_j$ig, f$i_j&1g) where i< j, the pairs ( f_j$ig, fg) where
i= j or i= j+1, and the pairs ( f_j$ig, f$i&1_jg) where i> j+1. A basic
reduction is a pair which is either a basic reduction of type $ or a basic
reduction of type _ or a basic reduction of mixed type. Rather than saying
‘‘( f, g) is a basic reduction,’’ we usually use the more suggestive notation
‘‘f ^ g is a basic reduction.’’
A 2-cell f in Psm is said to be reduced if there is no basic reduction
f ^ g.
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Lemma 3.1. A 2-cell f: n  m is reduced if and only if it has the form
$i1 } } } $ik _ j1 } } } _ jh
where
m>i1> } } } >ik0
0 j1< } } } < jh<n&1.
Proof. If f has the given form then clearly f is reduced. If f does not
have the given form then there are three possibilities.
(i) We have f ={1 } } } {p where the {i are generators, and there exist
i< j with {i a _ and {j a $. In this case we can choose j minimal with the
property that j>i and {j is a $. Then {j&1 is a _, and f is not of the
required form.
(ii) We have f =$i1 } } } $ik _ j1 } } } _ jh but for some u<vk we have
iuiv . In this case we can choose v minimal with the property that v>u
and iuiv . Then iv&1iu and so iv&1iv ; thus f is not of the required
form.
(iii) We have f =$i1 } } } $ik _ j1 } } } _jh but for some u<v<h we have
ju jv . This is similar to case (ii). K
Now define a reduction to be a finite sequence
f0 ^ f1 ^ } } } ^ fn ,
where each fi ^ fi+1 is a basic reduction. Sometimes, by abuse of notation,
we abbreviate the reduction to f0 ^ fn , but in doing so we must remember
that the full sequence is actually part of the structure of the reduction.
A reduction is said to be of type $, type _, or of mixed type, if each of its
basic reductions is so, and pure if it contains no reduction of mixed type.
A reduction f ^ g is said to be complete if g is reduced.
Lemma 3.2. Every reduction can be extended to a complete reduction;
moreover, to each 2-cell f in Psm we can associate a natural number /f
which is the maximum length of any reduction of f.
Proof. The first statement follows from the second, and to prove the
second it will suffice to find an upper bound on the length of any reduction
of f.
Let f ={1 } } } {p where each {i is a generator. Let ,f be the cardinality of
the set
[(i, j) | 1i< jp, {i is a _, {j is a $].
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In any reduction of f there can be at most ,f basic reductions of mixed
type. Thus it will suffice to find an upper bound on the length of a pure
reduction of any 2-cell f $: n  m for which there is a reduction f ^ f $.
If d=$i1 } } } $ik : n$  m$ is a 2-cell of Psm containing no _’s, let
r(d )=i1+ } } } +ik .
Now
r(d )(m$&1)+ } } } +(m$&k)
= 12 (m$(m$&1)&(m$&k)(m$&k&1))
= 12 (2km$&k(k+1))
km$
and any basic reduction of d increases r(d) by exactly 1, so that a reduction
of d can have length at most km$.
If s=_j1 } } } _jh : n$  m$ is a 2-cell of Psm containing no $’s, let
r(s)= j1+ } } } + jh .
Now
r(s)(n$&2)+ } } } +(n$&h&1)
= 12 ((n$&2)(n$&1)&(n$&h&2)(n$&h&1))
= 12 (2hn$&(h+1)(h+2)+2)
= 12 (2hn$&h
2&3h)
hn$
and any basic reduction of s increases r(s) by exactly 1, so that a reduction
of s can have length at most hn$.
Suppose now that f ^ f $ is an arbitrary reduction, and that f $={$1 } } } {$p$ ;
certainly p$p. We can write f $ as a composite s1 d1 } } } sqdq where each si
is a composite of _’s, each di is a composite of $ ’s, and s1 and dq are
possibly empty. Any pure reduction of f $ determines a reduction of each si
and of each di , and the length of the reduction of f $ is the sum of the
lengths of the individual reductions of the si and the di . For each i, the
2-cell di is a composite of, say, ki generators, and m+n+ p is an upper
bound for the codomain of di , and so ki (m+n+ p) is an upper bound for
the length of a reduction of di . For each i, si is a composite of, say, hi
generators, and m+n+ p is an upper bound for the domain of si , and so
hi (m+n+ p) is an upper bound for the length of a reduction of si . Thus
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a pure reduction of f $ can have length at most i ki (m+n+ p)+
i hi (m+n+ p); but i ki+i hi= p$p, and so p(m+n+ p) is an upper
bound for the length of a pure reduction of f $.
Any reduction of f consists of an alternating sequence of basic reductions
of mixed type and (not necessarily basic but possibly empty) pure reduc-
tions. There can be at most ,f basic reductions of mixed type, leaving at
most ,f+1 pure reductions, each being a pure reduction of some f $ for
which there is a reduction f ^ f $. By the results of the previous paragraph,
each of these pure reductions has length at most p(m+n+ p), and so we
obtain (,f+1) p(m+n+ p)+,f as an upper bound for the length of a
reduction of f. K
3.2. Equivalent Reductions
In this section we shall define the realization of a reduction with respect
to a given pseudomonad. We shall then define two reductions to be equiv-
alent if for any pseudomonad the realizations of the two reductions are the
same. The main result of this section will be that any two complete reduc-
tions of the same 2-cell are equivalent.
Let T=(T, m, t, +, ’, ;) be a pseudomonad on the object K of a Gray-
category A. The realization of the object V of Psm with respect to T is K,
and the realization of the arrow n is T n. The realization T($i) of $ i : n 
n+1 is T n&itT i: T n  T n+1, and the realization T(_i) of _ i : n+1  n is
T n&i&1mT i: T n+1  T n; while the realization T( f ) of f ={1 } } } {p is
T({1) } } } T({p). (Thus the notion of realization given so far defines in par-
ticular a functor from 2$0  A(K, K)0 .) The realization of a reduction
f ^ g will be a 3-cell T( f )  T(g).
The realization of a basic reduction $i$j ^ $j+1$i , where $ i$j : n  n+2,
is defined to be the pseudonaturality isomorphism T n& jtT j&itT i :
T n+1&itT i .T n& jtT j$T n& jtT j+1 .T n&itT i. The realization of the basic
reduction _i_i ^ _i_i+1 , where _i_i : n+2  n, is defined to be T n&i&1+T i;
while the realization of the basic reduction _j_i ^ _i _j+1 , where i< j and
_j _i : n+2  n, is defined to be the pseudonaturality isomorphism (T n& j&1
mT j&i&1mT i)&1: T n& j&1mT j .T n&imT i$T n&i&1mT i .T n& j&1mT j+1. The
realization of the basic reduction _j$j ^ 1n is defined to be T n& j&1’T j;
while the realization of the basic reduction _j$j+1 ^ 1n is defined to be
T n& j&1;T j; and the realizations of the basic reductions _j $i ^ $i _j&1 and
_j $i ^ $i&1_j are defined using pseudonaturality isomorphisms in the
obvious way. If the realization of a basic reduction f ^ g is %, then the
realization of the basic reduction hfk ^ hgk is defined to be T(h) .% .T(k).
The realization of a reduction is defined as the composite of the realiza-
tions of its constituent basic reductions. Reductions f ^ g and f ^ g$ are
said to be equivalent if g= g$ and the realization of f ^ g is equal to the
realization of f ^ g$ for all pseudomonads T.
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Proposition 3.3. Any two complete reductions of a given 2-cell in Psm
are equivalent.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the maximum length, /f , of any
reduction of the 2-cell f; the existence of /f is guaranteed by Lemma 3.2. If
/f=0, then f is reduced, and there are no non-trivial complete reductions.
Suppose then that the proposition holds for all 2-cells g with /gn, and
let f be a 2-cell with /f=n+1. We shall show that the proposition holds
for this f.
Let
f ^ f1 ^ } } } ^ fm
f ^ f $1 ^ } } } ^ f $m$
be complete reductions of f. Since /f=n+1, we have /f1n and /f $1n,
and so by the inductive hypothesis, the proposition holds for f1 and f $1 . If
we can find reductions f1 ^ g and f $1 ^ g, such that f ^ f1 ^ g is equivalent
to f ^ f $1 ^ g, then if g ^ g is a complete reduction, the inductive
hypothesis applied to f1 would give the equivalence of f1 ^ fm and
f1 ^ g ^ g , while the inductive hypothesis applied to f $1 would give the
equivalence of f $1 ^ f $m$ and f $1 ^ g ^ g ; whence one could conclude the
equivalence of f ^ fm and f ^ f $m$ .
Thus it will suffice to show that if f is a 2-cell in Psm, and f ^ h and
f ^ k are basic reductions, then there exist reductions h ^ g and k ^ g,
such that the composite reductions f ^ h ^ g and f ^ k ^ g are equivalent.
Write f ={1 } } } {p : n  m, where each {i is a generator. Suppose that
f ^ h has the form
{1 } } } {i&1{i{i+1 {i+2 } } } {p ^ {1 } } } {i&1h${ i+2 } } } {p
and f ^ k has the form
{1 } } } {j&1{j{j+1 {j+2 } } } {p ^ {1 } } } {j&1k${ j+2 } } } {p ,
where without loss of generality we may suppose that i< j. If j&i2, then
we may take g={1 } } } { i&1h${ i+2 } } } {j&1k${j+2 } } } {p with the evident
reductions h ^ g and k ^ g, and the equivalence of f ^ h ^ g and f ^ k ^ g
now follows by the middle-four interchange law for the 2-category
A(K, K)(T n, T m). Thus we are left with the case j&i=1. For this case we
may as well take f to be of the form {1{2{3 .
Thus it remains only to prove the proposition for the case where
f ={1{2 {3 , with each {i being a generator, and with neither {1{2 nor {2 {3
being reduced. The only cases that do not follow by general facts about
Gray-categories are five: f =_i _i_i , f =_i_ i$i , f =_i_ i$ i+1 , f =_i _i$i+2 ,
and f =_i$i$i .
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For the first case, the reduction _i _i_i ^ _i_i+1_ i ^ _i_ i _i+2 ^
_i _i+1_i+2 is equivalent to _i_ i_ i ^ _i _i_ i+1 ^ _i_i+1_ i+1 ^ _i_ i+1_ i+2
by the first axiom in the definition of a pseudomonad.
For the second case, the reduction _ i_i$ i ^ _ i_i+1$i ^ _ i$ i_i ^ 1_i=_i
is equivalent to _i_i $i ^ _i1=_i by [11, Proposition 8.1(3)].
For the third case, the reduction _i_i$i+1 ^ _ i_ i+1$i+1 ^ _ i1=_ i is
equivalent to _i_i $i+1 ^ _ i1=_ i by the second axiom in the definition of
a pseudomonad.
For the fourth case, the reduction _i_i$i+2 ^ _i_ i+1$i+2 ^ _ i1=_i is
equivalent to _i_i $i+2 ^ _ i$i+1_ i ^ 1_i=_i by [11, Proposition 8.1(2)]
Finally the reduction _ i$i$i ^ 1$i=$ i is equivalent to _i$ i$i ^ _ i$i+1 $i
^ 1$i=$i by [11, Proposition 8.1(1)]. K
It follows that for every every 2-cell f there is a unique reduced 2-cell f
for which there is a reduction f ^ f ; we call f the reduced form of f.
3.3. Gray-Functors from Psm to A
We finally come to the definition of the Gray-functor from Psm to A
corresponding to a pseudomonad in A; this has been foreshadowed to
some extent by our definition of realizations.
Let (T, m, t, +, ’, ;) be a pseudomonad on K in the Gray-category A.
We shall define a Gray-functor T: Psm  A. We define T(V)=K, and
T(n)=T n. We define T on the generators by T($i : n  n+1)=T n&itT i
and T(_i : n+1  n)=T n&i&1mT i, and by homomorphic extension on the
other 2-cells. In order to define T on the 3-cells, we use the following
lemma:
Lemma 3.4. If f and g are parallel 2-cells in Psm, then there is a 3-cell
from f to g if and only if f = g .
Proof. By definition of Psm, there is a 3-cell f  g if and only if
Rf =Rg, and by the presentation of 2, this will happen if and only if there
is a finite sequence f =f0 , f1 , ..., fn= g, where for each i there is either a
basic reduction fi ^ fi+1 or a basic reduction fi+1 ^ fi . In either case
fi =fi+1 by Proposition 3.3, and so we conclude that f = g . The converse
is similar. K
For any 2-cell f, let \f : T( f )  T( f ) be the realization of some complete
reduction of f; by Proposition 3.3, the choice of the reduction does not
affect \f .
Suppose now that there is a 3-cell :: f  g in Psm. We define T(:) to
be the composite
T( f ) w
\f
T( f )=T(g ) w
\g
&1
T(g).
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If ;: g  h is another 3-cell then the equality T(; .:)=T(;) .T(:) is
immediate. To prove that T preserves composites of the form
we use Proposition 3.3 again to see that
We have now defined a 2-functor T: Psm(V, V)  A(K, K). To make T
into a Gray-functor T: Psm  A it remains only to observe that
T(0)=1K , and so T preserves identities; and to verify the commutativity
of
Psm(V, V)Psm(V, V) wwTT A(K, K)A(K, K)
Psm(V, V)
T
A(K, K).
Recall that Psm(V, V)=2$; an object of 2$2$ is just a pair of natural
numbers, and the fact that the two sides of the square agree on objects is
just the fact that T nT m=T n+m. The arrows of 2$2$ are generated by the
arrows of the form n$j , n_j , $i m, and _i m, and once again it is
easy to see that the two sides of the square agree on arrows. Thus it will
suffice to check that the two sides of the square agree on the 2-cells
and this follows using Proposition 3.3 once again.
Thus we have constructed a Gray-functor from T: Psm  A corre-
sponding to the pseudomonad T; moreover it is clear that T is the unique
Gray-functor whose induced pseudomonad is T:
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Theorem 3.5. There is a bijection between pseudomonads in a Gray-
category A and Gray-functors from Psm to A.
Remark 3.6. An immediate consequence of the theorem is that all
diagrams of 3-cells formed out of the constraints for a pseudomonad and
pseudonaturality isomorphisms for the Gray-category must commute.
Remark 3.7. We saw in the Introduction that pseudomonads in the tri-
category 7(Cat) are precisely monoidal categories. Thus Mac Lane’s
theorem [9] is essentially a special case of ours, except for the fact that
7(Cat) is not a Gray-category. In fact, one could extend the results here
to deal with pseudomonads in general tricategories, using the coherence
result of [5].
We shall often identify the Gray-functor T: Psm  A with the corre-
sponding pseudomonad.
4. ALGEBRAS
In this section we describe the algebras for a pseudomonad in terms of
a certain weighted limit; once again we do this entirely in terms of Gray-
enriched category theory.
4.1. The Gray-Functor P: Psm  Gray
There is a monad on 2 called the successor monad, whose endofunctor
part is 1+&: 2  2, with unit $0+& and multiplication _0+&. The
category of algebras for this monad is 2f , the category of finite non-empty
ordinals and first-element-preserving maps; it is the subcategory of 2
generated by all the _i and those $i with i>0. The left adjoint 1+& to the
inclusion 2f  2 shows how we may also regard 2 as a subcategory of 2f :
it maps n to n+1, $i : n  n+1 to $i+1 : n+1  n+2, and _i : n+1  n to
_i+1 : n+2  n+1. Thus 2 can be viewed as the subcategory of 2f
generated by all the $i (that is, all the $i in 2 with i>0) and all the _i with
i>0.
Now there is also a monad on 2 whose endofunctor part is &+1: 2  2,
whose unit is &+$0 , and whose multiplication is &+_0 . The natural
transformation (&+1)(1+&)  (1+&)(&+1) whose components are
identities is a distributive law [1] between the two monads, and so &+1
lifts to a monad on 2f , which we also call &+1. This takes n to n+1,
$i : n  n+1 to $i : n+1  n+2, and _i : n+1  n to _ i : n+2  n+1. The
component at n of the unit is $n : n  n+1, and of the multiplication is
_n : n+2  n+1. This monad determines a 2-functor J: 7(2)  Cat, and
the J-weighted limit of a 2-functor F: 7(2)  K is precisely the Eilenberg
Moore object of the monad in K corresponding to F.
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The above analysis is essentially due to Lawvere [8], but see also [16].
We shall now modify it to deal with pseudomonads. Write U: 2f  2 for the
inclusion functor, seen as a 2-functor between locally discrete 2-categories,
and form the pullback
2p ww 2f
U
2$ ww
R
2
in the category 2-Cat of 2-categories and 2-functors. Thus 2p is the locally
full sub-2-category of 2$ generated by all the _i , and those $i with i>0.
We have seen that the monad &+1 on 2 lifts to a monad &+1 on 2f ;
in fact it also lifts to pseudomonads on 2$ and 2p , which we indiscriminately
call &+1. By Theorem 3.5 the pseudomonad &+1 on 2p determines a
Gray-functor P: Psm  Gray.
4.2. Algebras for Pseudomonads in Gray
Let T: Psm  Gray be the Gray-functor corresponding to a pseudomonad
T=(T, m, t, +, ’, ;) in Gray on the 2-category K. Since Psm has only
one object, to give a Gray-natural transformation from P to T is just to
give a single 2-functor F: 2p  K satisfying the Gray-naturality condi-
tions.
We claim that to give such a Gray-natural transformation is precisely to
give a pseudoalgebra for T; that is, to give an object A of K, a 1-cell
a: TA  A, and invertible 2-cells :: a .Ta  a .mA and }: a . tA  1A satisfy-
ing the two coherence conditions
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Certainly given a 2-functor F: 2p  K as above we can define A=F1
and a=F(_0 : 2  1), and define : and } to be the images under F of the
unique 2-cells
and this will be a pseudoalgebra for T.
On the other hand, given a pseudoalgebra (A, a, :, }), we define Fn=
T n&1A, F($i : n  n+1)=T n&itT i&1A, F(_i : n+1  n)=T n&i&1mT i&1A
if i>0, and F(_0): n+1  n=T n&1a. Just as in Section 3, the problem
comes when we wish to define F on the 2-cells of 2p .
In fact we can use the earlier work again here. Every arrow of 2p is also
an arrow of 2$, and so a 2-cell of Psm. Define reductions of arrows of 2$
to be reductions of the corresponding 2-cells in Psm, observing that the
reduction of any 2-cell in Psm which comes from 2p will remain in 2p .
Lemma 3.2 holds unchanged. We now define in the obvious way the
realization of a reduction in 2p with respect to a pseudoalgebra, and
define reductions to be equivalent if they have the same realization with
respect to any pseudoalgebra. The proof that any two complete reduc-
tions of a given arrow are equivalent is formally identical to the proof of
Proposition 3.3, using [11, Proposition 8.1] once again, and also [11,
Proposition 9.1].
This now gives:
Proposition 4.1. If T: Psm  Gray is a Gray-functor corresponding
to the pseudomonad T in Gray, then there is a bijection between
pseudoalgebras for T and Gray-natural transformations from P to T.
Thus, just as for pseudomonads, we have proved that in the structure of
pseudoalgebra for a pseudomonad, ‘‘all diagrams commute.’’
Thus far we have only used the (underlying) category structure of
[Psm, Gray], but it is of course a Gray-category, and so we have not
just a set of Gray-natural transformations from P to T, but a Gray-valued
hom-object [Psm, Gray](P, T)that is, a 2-category. The 1-cells of
[Psm, Gray](P, T) are certain pseudonatural transformations between
2-functors from 2p to K, and the 2-cells of [Psm, Gray](P, T) are cer-
tain modifications. It is now straightforward to prove:
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Proposition 4.2. The 2-category [Psm, Gray](P, T) is precisely the
2-category of pseudoalgebras, pseudomorphisms, and algebra 2-cells, for the
pseudomonad T.
We therefore introduce the notation T-Alg for the 2-category
[Psm, Gray](P, T).
4.3. Algebras for Pseudomonads in a General Gray-Category
We should like to develop a similar definition of algebras for
pseudomonads in other Gray-categories than Gray itself. In fact this is
entirely straightforward. The 2-category [Psm, Gray](P, T) is of course
just the Gray-limit[P, T] of T weighted by P, and if now T: Psm  A is
the Gray-functor corresponding to a pseudomonad T in A, we define
T-Alg to be the Gray-limit [P, T] in A, if this limit exists, and call it the
object of pseudoalgebras of the pseudomonad, or sometimes the object of
pseudoalgebras of T.
Of course regardless of whether A has any limits, we can always
(problems of size being irrelevant here) use the Yoneda embedding
Y: A  [Aop, Gray], and form the limit [P, YT] in [Aop, Gray]. Since
the Yoneda embedding preserves any limits which exist, [P, YT] will be
representable if and only if the limit [P, T] exists in A, in which case
[P, YT] will be precisely A(&, T-Alg). We shall write T-ALG for
[P, YT]. The value of T-ALG at an object X of A is the 2-category called
T-AlgX in [11].
By the Yoneda lemma, to give a Gray-natural transformation from the
representable Gray-functor Psm(V, &): Psm  Gray to P is precisely to
give an object of P(V)=2p . Write u: Psm(V, &)  P for the Gray-natural
transformation corresponding to the object 1 of 2p . Now by the Yoneda
lemma again, [Psm(V, &), T]$T(V)=K, and so [u, T]: [P, YT] 
[Psm(V, &), YT] determines, via the isomorphism [Psm(V, &), T]$K,
a Gray-natural transformation UT: T-ALG  A(&, K); or, if T-ALG
is representable, a 1-cell UT: T-Alg  K in A. We shall see in Sec-
tion 5 below that UT: T-Alg  K has a left pseudoadjoint in the Gray-
category A.
5. PSEUDOADJUNCTIONS
A fundamental fact in the classical theory of monads is that every adjunc-
tion induces a monad, and that every monad is induced by an adjunction;
in fact by at least two, one involving the EilenbergMoore category, and
the other involving the Kleisli category. When we consider monads in a
2-category, it is still the case that every adjunction induces a monad, but the
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existence of EilenbergMoore objects is now a completeness condition, and
existence of Kleisli objects a cocompleteness condition. If the 2-category has
finite limits, however, these EilenbergMoore objects do exist, and so every
monad is still generated by an adjunction.
We should like to generalize these facts to pseudomonads in Gray-
categories; first, however, we need to define the notion of pseudoadjunction
in a Gray-category: these were defined in [18], where they were called
locally adjoint biadjoint pairs. A pseudoadjunction consists of 1-cells
F: K  L and U: L  K, 2-cells t: 1  UF and w: FU  1, and invertible
3-cells {: 1  Uw . tU and |: wF .Ft  1 such that the following pasting
composites are both identities,
We shall sometimes denote the pseudoadjunction merely by F&|p U. The
1-cell U is called the right pseudoadjoint, and F is called the left pseudo-
adjoint.
A routine 2-categorical calculation now gives:
Proposition 5.1. A pseudoadjunction F&|p U with notation as above
induces a pseudomonad (UF, UwF, t, Uw&1wF , U|, {F), for which (U, Uw,
Uw&1w , {
&1) is a pseudoalgebra.
We leave to the reader the various dualizations of this proposition.
We shall construct a Gray-category Psa for which Gray-functors from
Psa to A are in bijection with pseudoadjunctions in A. Thus Psa is seen
as the ‘‘free-living pseudoadjunction.’’ This is the ‘‘pseudo’’ version of the
‘‘free-living adjunction’’ considered in [15], although their construction
is completely different to ours.
5.1. The Gray-Category Psa
We define Psa to be the full subcategory of the functor category
[Psm, Gray] determined by the two objects H and P, where H is the
representable Psm(V, &) and P is the Gray-functor P: Psm  Gray
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defined in Section 4 above. In order to prove that Gray-functors from Psa
to A are in bijection with pseudoadjunctions in A, we shall need a more
explicit description of Psa.
By the Yoneda lemma, we have Psa(H, H)$Psm(V, V)=2$, and
Psa(H, P)$PV=2p . By Proposition 4.2 we see that Psa(P, H) is the object
of pseudoalgebras for Psm(V, &): Psm  Gray; but the latter is just the
pseudomonad &+1 on 2$ described in Section 4.1, and the object of
pseudoalgebras for this pseudomonad is 2q , the locally full sub-2-category of
2$ containing all the objects except 0 and generated by all the _i and those
$i : n  n+1 with i<n. By Proposition 4.2 again we see that Psa(P, P) is the
object of pseudoalgebras for P: Psm  Gray, but P corresponds to the
pseudomonad &+1 on 2p also described in Section 4.1; and the object of
pseudoalgebras for this is the intersection 2p & 2q of the sub-2-categories 2p
and 2q of 2$, that is, the locally full sub-2-category of 2$ containing all the
objects except 0 and generated by the _i and those $i : n  n+1 for which
0<i<n. We introduce for convenience the name 2r for 2p & 2q .
The multiplication 2-functor M: 2$2$  2$ restricts to 2-functors
Mp : 2$2p  2p and Mq : 2q 2$  2q and M, Mp , and Mq are the
composition maps
Psa(H, H)Psa(H, H)  Psa(H, H)
Psa(H, H)Psa(P, H)  Psa(P, H)
Psa(H, P)Psa(H, H)  Psa(H, P)
for the Gray-category Psa; of course the identity on H is the object 0 of 2$.
To describe the remaining composition maps we observe that there are
isomorphisms of 2-categories 3: 2p  2opq and 9: 2r  (2$)
op. Here 3 is
the identity on objects, sends $i : n  n+1 to _i&1 : n+1  n, and sends
_i : n+1  n to $i : n  n+1; while 9 sends n to n&1, sends $i : n  n+1
to _i&1 : n  n&1, and _i : n+1  n to $i : n&1  n. The 2-functors Mop:
(2$)op (2$)op  (2$)op, M opp : (2$)
op2opp  2
op
p , and M
op
q : 2
op
q  (2$)
op 
2opq now induce via 3 and 9 the remaining composition maps
Psa(P, P)Psa(P, P)  Psa(P, P)
Psa(P, P)Psa(H, P)  Psa(H, P)
Psa(P, H)Psa(P, P)  Psa(P, H)
for Psa; of course the identity on H is the object 1 of 2r . This completes
the explicit description of Psa.
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Suppose now that R: Psa  A is a Gray-functor. We may obtain a
pseudoadjunction in A as follows. Write K and L for the image under R
of the objects H and P of Psa, write U for the image of the object 1 of
Psa(P, H)=2p and F for the image of the object 1 of Psa(H, P)=2q . We
now write t: 1  UF for the image of the 1-cell $0 : 0  1 in Psa(H, H)=2$,
and w: FU  1 for the image of the 1-cell _0 : 2  1 in Psa(P, P)=2r .
Finally write {: 1  Uw . tU for the image of the unique isomorphism in
Psa(P, H)=2p between _0 .$1 : 1  1 and the identity on 1, and write
|: wF .Ft  1 for the image of the unique isomorphism in Psa(H, P)=2q
between _0 .$0 : 1  1 and the identity on 1. These now constitute the data
for a pseudoadjunction in A.
On the other hand, given a pseudoadjunction F&|p U in A, with notation
as above, the induced pseudomonad UF and the induced pseudoalgebra U
described in Proposition 5.1 determine 2-functors 2$  A(K, K) and 2p
 A(L, K); dually there are 2-functors (2$)op  A(L, L) and 2opp 
A(K, L), and this now constitutes the data for a Gray-functor R: Psa 
A. Explicitly, RH=K and RP=L, while R is defined on the objects of
Psa(H, H)=2$ by Rn=(UF )n and on the 1-cells by R($i : n  n+1)=
(UF )n&i t(UF ) i and R(_ i : n+1  n)=(UF )n&i&1 UwF(UF ) i; on the
objects of Psa(P, H)=2p by Rn=(UF)n&1 U and on the 1-cells by
R($i : n  n+1)=(UF )n&i t(UF ) i&1 U and R(_i : n+1  n)=(UF )n&i&1
Uw(FU) i; on the objects of Psa(H, P)=2q by Rn=F(UF )n&1 and on the
1-cells by R($i : n  n+1)=F(UF )n&i&1 t(UF ) i and R(_ i : n+1  n)=
(FU)n&i&1 wF(UF ) i; and on the objects of Psa(P, P)=2r by Rn=
(FU)n&1 and on the 1-cells by R($ i : n  n+1)=F(UF )n&i&1 t(UF )i&1 U
and R(_i : n+1  n)=(FU)n&i&1 w(FU)i. Thus we have:
Theorem 5.2. There is a bijection between pseudoadjunctions in the
Gray-category A and Gray-functors from Psa to A.
One can develop in the same way a new description of the free-living
adjunction, as a full sub-2-category of the functor 2-category [7(2), Cat].
5.2. The Pseudoadjunction Induced by a Pseudomonad
Since Psa is defined to be a full subcategory of the presheaf category
[Psm, Gray] containing the representable Psm(V, &), the Yoneda
embedding Y: Psmop  [Psm, Gray] restricts to a fully faithful Gray-
functor Y: Psmop  Psa. Since the Gray-functors from Psmop  A are in
bijection with the pseudomonads in Aop, and a pseudomonad in Aop is
clearly the same thing as a pseudomonad in A, it follows that there is a
canonical isomorphism S: Psm$Psmop, and so a fully faithful Gray-
functor J: Psm  Psa given by the composite YS.
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We saw in Proposition 5.1 that every pseudoadjunction induces a
pseudomonad, and we can now provide an abstract explanation of this
fact: a pseudoadjunction amounts to a Gray-functor R: Psa  A, and the
induced pseudomonad is the composite Gray-functor RJ: Psm  A.
Given a pseudomonad we may now ask whether it is generated in this
way by some pseudoadjunction. Of course there will by no means be a
unique pseudoadjunction generating the pseudomonad, but there will be a
canonical such pseudoadjunction provided that the Gray-category is
suitably complete, for if the (pointwise) right Kan extension RanJ (T) of
T: Psm  Gray along J: Psm  Psa exists, then T will be isomorphic to
the composite of RanJ (T) and J since J is fully faithful; see [6, Proposi-
tion 4.23]. Now the value of RanJ (T) at an object F of Psa is given by the
formula
RanJ (T) F=[Psa(F, J&), T]
and the Kan extension exists if and only if the limit [Psa(F, J&), T] does
so for each F. Of course for F=H this limit always exists and is given by
TV, thus we need only consider the case F=P.
Now Psa(P, JV)=[Psm, Gray](P, YSV), which by Proposition 4.2 is
the object of pseudoalgebras of the pseudomonad YSV: Psm  Gray; by
the definition of S we have YSV=Psm(V, &): Psm  Gray, and this
corresponds to the pseudomonad 1+& on 2$. The object of pseudoalgebras
for 1+& is 2p , and so Psa(P, JV)$2p . Thus Psa(P, J&): Psm  Gray
corresponds to a pseudomonad in Gray on 2p , and the pseudomonad in
question turns out to be &+1. But this pseudomonad is just P: Psm 
Gray, and so we deduce an isomorphism Psa(P, J&)$P.
Combining the results of the last two paragraphs, we see that the right
Kan extension RanJ (T) exists if and only if the limit [P, T] does so; that
is, if and only if A admits the object of pseudoalgebras T-Alg. When it does
so, RanJ (T): Psa  A gives a pseudoadjunction in A inducing the
pseudomonad T; the right pseudoadjoint part of the pseudoadjunction
being of course UT: T-Alg  K.
Thus we have proved:
Theorem 5.3. Every pseudoadjunction induces a pseudomonad, and the
converse is true if the Gray-category admits P-weighted limits.
Of course the left Kan extension of T along J, if it exists, provides
another pseudoadjunction inducing the pseudomonad corresponding to T.
The value at P of LanJ (T) is given by the colimit PS op V T, or equivalently
P V TS, and might be called the Kleisli object of the pseudomonad. So
every pseudomonad is induced by a pseudoadjunction if either A admits
P-weighted limits or it admits P-weighted colimits.
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6. THE GRAY-CATEGORY PSM(A) OF PSEUDOMONADS IN A
Street [16] defined a 2-category Mnd(K) of monads in K, for any
2-category K. The objects of Mnd(K) are the monads in K, while if
(t, +, ’) and (s, &, ‘) are monads on objects A and B of K, then a
morphism in Mnd(K) from (t, +, ’) to (s, &, ‘) consists of a 1-cell f: A  B
and a 2-cell ,: sf  ft satisfying two coherence conditions. There are,
however, at least two other equivalent descriptions of Mnd(K). One could
define it to be the 2-category Lax(7(2), K) of 2-functors, lax-natural
transformations, and modifications from 7(2) to K. Alternatively, at least
if K admits EilenbergMoore objects, it can be defined as the full sub-
category of the arrow 2-category K2 consisting of those arrows in K
which are monadic; that is, they are the right adjoints ut: At  A where t is
a monad on A and At is the EilenbergMoore object of t. This approach
can also be modified to include the case where K does not admit
EilenbergMoore objects.
In principle any of these approaches is possible when we move from
monads to pseudomonads, but it turns out that the last is the simplest, and
it is the one that we adopt here, suitably modified for the case of
pseudomonads. A simple-minded application of the first approach does not
even give a Gray-category PSM(A), but only a tricategory, and estab-
lishing all the tricategory axioms is a major undertaking, although the tri-
category will turn out to be triequivalent to the Gray-category we define
below. Possibly the second approach will ultimately be the most useful, but
it will require further development of ‘‘Gray-categorical algebra’’ before it
becomes practical. In [13], and an earlier unpublished version [12],
Marmolejo essentially followed the third approach, but was unable to state
it as simply as is done below, since the functoriality properties of T-ALG
had been less fully investigated.
For any monoidal category V there is a well-known factorization system
(E, M) on the (mere) category V-Cat of V-categories and V-functors for
which E consists of the V-functors which are bijective on objects, and M
consists of the fully faithful V-functors. In fact this factorization system
also has various 2-dimensional aspects, as in [14], but we shall not need
these in our applications. We shall use this factorization system in the case
V=Gray.
Let P: Psm  Gray be the Gray-functor defined in Section 4, let A be
a Gray-category, and let Y: A  [Aop, Gray] be the Yoneda embedding.
Write A for the closure of the representables in [Aop, Gray] under P-limits,
W: A  [Aop, Gray] for the inclusion, and Z: A  A for the restriction of
Y; thus Y=WZ. We may now form the arrow Gray-category A 2 as the
functor category [2, A ], where 2 denotes the Gray-category with two
objects, one non-identity arrow, and no non-identity 2-cells or 3-cells.
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Write Gray-Cat0(Psm, A) for the set of Gray-functors from Psm to
A, seen as a discrete Gray-category. Then there is a Gray-functor
Alg: Gray-Cat0(Psm, A)  A 2
taking T: Psm  A to [u, ZT]: [P, ZT]  [Psm(V, &), ZT]. We now
factorize Alg as
Gray-Cat0(Psm, A) w
E PSM(A) wM A 2,
where E is bijective on objects and M is fully faithful. The Gray-category
PSM(A) appearing in the factorization is called the Gray-category of
pseudomonads in A. This definition agrees with that given in [13] but is
appreciably simpler.
For every object X of a Gray-category A, there is an ‘‘identity’’
pseudomonad on X, consisting of the identity 1-cell 1X : X  X, with
identity multiplication, unit, and associativity and unit constraints. It
corresponds to the Gray-functor from Psm to A constant at X. If we view
the set obA of objects of A as a discrete Gray-category, then this gives a
Gray-functor Id: obA  Gray-Cat0(Psm, A) rendering commutative the
solid part of the diagram
of Gray-functors, wherein E$: obA  A denotes the inclusion, and
2: A  A 2 the diagonal. Since E$ is bijective on objects and M is fully
faithful, there is an induced Gray-functor Id: A  PSM(A), which is fully
faithful since Z and 2 are so.
Proposition 6.1. The fully faithful Gray-functor Id: A  PSM(A) has
a left adjoint, which takes a pseudomonad on K to the object K.
Proof. There are evident isomorphisms:
PSM(A)(T, Id(X))$A 2(U: T-ALG  ZK, 1: ZX  ZX)
$A (ZK, ZX)$A(K, X)
natural in X. K
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Theorem 6.2. The fully faithful Gray-functor Id: A  PSM(A) has a
right adjoint if and only if A admits P-weighted limits; that is, if and only if
A admits objects of pseudoalgebras. If such limits do exist then the value of
the right adjoint at a pseudomonad T is the object of pseudoalgebras T-Alg.
Proof. The value at T of a right adjoint to Id would be a representation
of the Gray-functor PSM(A)(T, Id&): A  Gray, but since M is fully
faithful, this Gray-functor is isomorphic to A 2(U: T-ALG  ZK, 2Z&),
which in turn is isomorphic to A (T-ALG, Z&). A representation of
A (T-ALG, Z&) is just a choice in A of the limit [P, T]=T-Alg. K
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